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This broadcast is an attempt to provide those people with health problems, as well as 
everyone else who wants to deepen their knowledge of what could be done against 
disease, with an outline of an up- to- date therapy for how healing can be possible. 
  
Welcome to everyone in the listening audience. Thank you, Burton, for inviting me to 

share my 30 years of experience with what one could call " the Mayo Clinic for 

Alternative Medicine".  My 20 nurses and I run an international facility in northern 

Germany visited by people from all over the world.  

Decades ago already, my vision was: 
 first, alternative medicine has practical solutions for identifying and treating the 

underlying causes of medical problems and can bring lasting relief for a myriad 
of diseases.  

 Second, alternative and conventional methods must be combined and 
orchestrated to benefit the patient that is seeking help.  

  
We have created, and want to introduce, a whole diagnostic and therapeutic system, 
today. So I could talk about chronic fatigue syndrom or ALS, multiple sklerosis, lime`s 
disease, fibromyalgia, glaucoma of the eyes, allergies, depression and mental 
disorders , intestinal problems etc. 
  
But, for now, let me tell you about an ovarian cancer case.  The 50 year old lady - 
let`s call her Maria - was almost dying when she was brought to our clinic by a family 
member. The cancer had metastazised into the throat, liver and back. In addition she 
had a severe skin allergy due to a false chemical  injection  that let her skin break 
and bleed.  Her anxiety and helpnessness were heartbreaking for she had lost her 
faith into doctors.  
  
Let me tell you of the many approaches we used in helping Maria. 
  
First we did Iridology, diagnosis of the iris. This gave important hints concerning 
metabolism and weaknesses of the body and organs.  
Very fortunate for this one patient. Josef Deck, a German Iridologist has been 
working on that all his life. Our findings were computerized for possible treatment. 
  
Second,  the physical check up revealed a chronic pneumonitis and kachexia but did 
not give us any remedies or further treating options.  
  
Third,  we performed Electrodermal Screening (EDS) with the Vega test. This method 
uses an acupuncture point as an information center. It tells us a lot.  Here we started 
to diagnose the causes of the disease. Nutrients, viruses, bacteria, immune system, 
trace elements, vitamins, pesticides, mental disorders , hormones , and importantly 
the causal chain. That means: which organ is causing that cancer other than the 



ovary. Which organ is actually passing that hot potato of the body`s problem to the 
ovary. I claim, that  diseases have a complexity of reasons and in this case the 
ovarian cancer was partly caused by chronic pneumonia which the patient was not 
aware of. However, it turned out that she had severe pneumonia in the past. Last but 
not least, the ED Screening finds us the proper remedies to eliminate virus-toxins and 
to balance the diseased organs. The remedies found by EDS are homeopathics, 
plants, nosodes (homeopathic toxins), orthomoleculars, amino acids, hormones and 
chemicals (if necessary). 
Daily homeopathic substances were tested and administered. Her skin got better and 
her finger tips started healing. She - for the first time after a long period - felt herself 
coming back to life. Her head cleared up and she could think again clearly. 
  
One dramatic finding by EDS was crucial for any future therapy: Her blood was "left 
rotating". It should rotate to the right (an expression in physics for fluids that would 
turn the level of polarized light to the left as laevulose does, a left rotating sugar. 
This condition is incompatible with life functions for enzymes our enzymes in the 
blood cannot bind to metabolites. It is like putting the  
proper key downside up into the lock. It simply doesn`t work. This was treated with 
Vegaselect, a Bioresonance device, SI card and 
drops produced by that system. 
  
Fourth, we ran the SEG (Segment-Electrogram). This device is computerized and 
has been invented at the University of Heidelberg by professor Heim. It shows us, 
how good or bad the organs "work" , telling us where we have to focus our therapy 
first. It also provides a strong controll method to monitor the effectivity of our 
treatment. It showed a severe deregulation in Maria's chest . Again we were 
reminded of her chronic pneumonia.  
  
So by using several different diagnostic methods, we make sure we are working on 
the underlying cause of the patient's problem. 
  
For successful treatment we must know this to begin with. And this is the domain of 
Functional Medicine. We were able to detect chronic pneumonia . X-ray did not show 
anything there because the inflammation was so chronic and such a smoldering fire, 
that it would not show on X-ray. However, this chronic smoldering not only uses up 
hormones and messes up the lymph, but also blocks the immune system and 
prevents it from tumor surveillance. 
  
Fifth, the Quint System. This is the most sophisticated vectorized diagnostics and 
therapeutic system invented by Dr.Steiner in Austria. 
However, it is difficult to handle and to learn and it takes an expert and long training 
to use it to it`s full potential. It tells us which radioactive heavy metal, which hormone, 
which nutrient, which psychological  background , and which remedy is leading! Our 
patient had a dramatic hormonal deficiency of progesterone, a load of radioactive 
sodium ,  a load of DDT, a xenoestrogen and a deadly pestizide and she was feeding 
her disease (she was not supposed to eat wheat, gluten or cow milk products). 
We loaded all Quint remedies into a treating device called a "Quint Box" including 
progesteron. The frequencies  of all these remedies 
were then transmitted digitally into her brain during sleep. This continued for months. 
  
Sixth, desensitization of auto-immune disease. A simple method introduced by Dr. 



Karl Theurer can stop autoimmune antibodies. 
Autologous immunoglobulines are bound to aluminumhydroxyde, a certain acid 
(Kieselsäure) and serum activators. Thereby they will be converted to anti-auto-
antibodies. The advantage of this method is the fact, that the causative sensitizing 
allergen has not to be known. Thus even transplanted organs will have a longer 
survival time. We did not need this method in her case. EDS did not show auto-
aggression. 
  
Eighth, Kinesiology is widely used to identify where, what , how, and with what an 
individual shall be treated. This method uses simple muscle tests and the body of the 
patient does not lie, according to John Diamond. This method can also be used 
effectively against  depression, fear, anxiety and various mental disorders. We 
needed to work with Psycho-Kinesiology according to Klinghardt to release fear and 
anxiety.   
  
Nineth, the Ondamed System. This is the latest German invention of enormous 
impact on effective treatment of chronic diseases. This system is guiding the 
therapist like a lazer beam to  proper action. The system helps find specific healing 
frequencies for the patient. The frequencies also relate to certain organs or viruses, 
bacteria or parasites. Especially the 172  preset programs can be individually tested 
for each patient and provide deep harmonization of the diseased organism. 
Frequencies below 10 Hertz treat brain and nerval dysfunctions. There are also 
programs for alpha, beta, theta and delta waves of the brain. Since most diseases 
are anchored in our brain and central nervous system, Ondamed is a powerful tool to 
break those stored pathological signals. Even if we use all the other therapies such 
as EDS, Quint System, Reflexology, Kinesiology, Vegaselect, Mitosan, Bicom etc. we 
still would have to deal with problems of non-response to the therapy. That is where 
Ondamed comes in.   
  
The main problem in healing and treating disease is the non-responding patient. This 
is caused by "blocked" tissues, "blocked lymph", 
and "blocked organs". The Ondamed System can detect those blocked areas and 
eliminate  them effectively with individual frequencies for each patient. Again and 
again we found her to be treated with a special program for external influences. 
Despite that, we needed to treat the tumor in her lower abdomen. We treated her 
twice a day monitoring her immune score according to Schimmel. 
The immune score was tested before and after the Ondamed treatment. Each time 
this score was improved. Maria improved dramatically. She gained energy, gained 7 
pounds and we were able to send her to a special clinic in southern Germany for 
Hyperthermia and low dose chemotherapy. Without our diagnostics with the Quint 
system and foremost the follow up treatment with the Ondamed System , Maria 
would not have been able to tolerate hyperthermia and low dose chemo.  
  
After 2 months Maria walks again and visited a super market. Her friends and family 
cannot believe it how dramatically  she recovered. 
  
Tenth, heavy metal detoxification. According to Gary Gordon , the leader and founder 
of chelation therapy, this method is vital for recovery. A combination of oral chelation 
and intravenous Calzium Disodium EDTA is regarded to be optimal. Without the oral 
chelation, too many metals would be reabsorbed in our intestine and would flow back 
to the liver, consequently intoxicating our liver functions , poisoning our whole body, 



and blocking the immune system. So far heavy metal detox for Maria was restricted 
to the 
biochemical Quint method in order to eliminate radioactive sodium. However, Maria is 
now able to swallow again and we will shift to Gary Gordon`s protocoll.  
  
Eleventh, the Transfer Factor. This refers to modulating the immune system by 
boosting the education of T Lymphocytes. It is done by using small proteins of an 
immune-strong donor. We obtain these proteins from the donor`s white blood cells 
which have to be dialysed (kind of a filtration process) . Then they will be 
administered to Maria and within 24 hours or a few days she will then have the same 
strong T lymphocytes as the donor. This is beeing scheduled. 
  
Twelfth, Dendritic Cells. This method seems to be an essential additive in anti-tumor-
therapy. Dendritic cells is a rare species of white blood cells which have not been 
really in use until the late 1990ies. Once they encounter tumor tissue or tumor cells in 
the blood they start digesting them and presenting tumor antibodies on their surface. 
This attracts T lymphocytes that will now continue to clone . A new army of T 
lymphocytes grows and all are programmed to find and attack tumor tissue since they 
picked up their program from the cell surface of the dendritic cells. 
  
Thirteenth, Reflexology of the feet. Each organ is projecting itself  on the foot. Painfull 
and gelotic areas on the foot represent a major dysfunction of the related organ. By 
professional massage techniques this zones can be brought back to function. 
Consequently the related organ resumes better function . 
  
Fourteenth, Bach flowers. Dr. Bach, an English doctor discovered the unbelievable 
healing potential of flowers if administered individually and specifically. To find the 
right flower, we use Kinesiology or EDS. They are very valuable for treating our 
nervous system. 
  
Fifteenth, BEV (Biological Terrain according to Dr. Vincent). This French professor 
did extensive research on our body fluids, saliva, blood, and urin. He discovered that 
tumors only exist in a certain environment. So changing and altering the body fluids 
by elimination of toxic substances layer by layer - as an onion - we are able to 
objectively controll our efforts by BEV. 
  
Sixteenth, Homeopathy, This powerful tool unfortunately often lacks skilled 
therapists. Kent, Clarke and Burnett demonstrated repeatedly how wonderfully D100 
potencies could heal cancer if applied at the right time. To do that we have put 
together about 40.000 potentiated substances and select by EDS and biological 
index . Thus we are able to predict the effect of each found substance.  
Maria needed many different substances. Some were very important such es 
psorinum D100, hydrofluoric acid D100 and calendula D100. 
  
Seventeenth, Sanum remedies. This method is called Isopathie. It uses the same 
microorganism that is causing disease . However it is given as a potentiated remedy. 
Most successful have been: Notakehl, Nigersan, Mucokehl, and Utilin.  
  
After all Maria has improved her health so much, that all her friends are puzzled. This 
shall show that there is a chance to reverse anything. 
We are still working on her case and will apply all available tools to 



get her to complete recovery. 
  
Wolf-Dieter Kessler  M.D.  
  
  
 


